The data on the A-dependence of low energy meson production by protons on heavy nuclei is explained by taking into account the following effects:
Introduction
Recent experimenta 1 on the production of positive .mesons in collisions 1 Wo Dudziak and Ro Sagane (to be published) and D. Clark, Phys. Rev. !l, l57 (1952) o of protons with heavy nuclei indicate that for fixed proton and meson energies, 2/3 (J(A)/A · ~ and hence 0~ (A)/A i decreases with A, the number of nucleons in the target nucleus" This suggests that neither a direct "independent particle" nor a 11 sUrface" production mechanism is in itself sufficient to explain the data. It is the purpose of this note to point out that the ded~ease.in the "meson production efficiency" with A is a consequence of the ra~id energy degeneration of the incident proton in nuclear matter~ which makes meson production possible only in the "front" of the struck nucleusp together with a meson attenuation effect which becomes more important with ·.
'"'''increasing A.
Let us first describe our model of the nucleus. We assume a continuous distribution of nuclear matter of constant density (except for a sharply '. tapering off boundary region which we ignore) j we also assume that the nucleons-move in a uniform nuclear potential¢ 'l'he latter assumption ha.s the following consequence~ due to the presence of the Coulomb barrier, the protons tend to be confined to a region of somewhat smaller radius The proton has a mean free path for elastic scattering 3 which can be computed 3
The concept of a mean free path is meaningful here since at the energies being considered» the de Broglie wave length of the proton is much smaller than the inter=nucleonic distances so that diffraction effects are expected to be negligibleo by using the free particle cross=sections \T is assumed together with a strong interaction in the T = 3/2 state • 6 RuderElan, Phys. Rev. 88, lh27 (1952) . Note that the conclusions regarding the process p + n -7 IT-must apply identically to the process by charge independence.
We thus assume that only the protons in the target nucleus are effective in producing positive mesons and so we wrtte for 240 Mev protons (2) for 340 1-:lev nrotons where Z. is the number of protons in the i-th zoneo We remark here that l.
as pointed out above the protons are confined to a somewhat smaller volume by the Coulomb barrier, and this serves to reduce the number of protons in the first zone (Fig. 2) . We find that
and where
where R is the nuclear radius (taken to be lo5 x 10-13 A 1 / 3 em), and 
Meson Absorption
Once a meson is produced~ it travels through nuclear matter for a .
-r "; : < ,~ distance <:t . .,. /~he chanqe that the meson will undergo absotption may be
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